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AB.5TRACT
A review of the literature pertaining to the subject is pre-

sented.

¥.any series or impacts were made on specimens of gypsum

which were already under a static load.

A special. repetitive :il!lpact

machine was used to allow a variety or weights to :fall :from predetermined heights.

Tests were cond.ucted inside a roan constructed espec-

ially :for these tests.

Heat gained or lost through the ceiling arxi

walls was kept at a minilI1um by a lining
glass insulati.on.

or

aluminum-covered, fiber

Temperature ard m:nnjdity conditions were kept

nearly constant by a combination air-comitioner and dehumidifier.
Repetitive loading of the prestressed specimen was round to have
maey similarities to

that

or

static loads alone.

There is an equiva-

lent to primary and secondary creep and a creep recovery after the
repetitive impact has stopped.

Results are not entirely predictable;

:maiv major and minor trenis occur within the overall tre?xl.

The occurrence of an equivalent primary creep seens to depend

upon the previous dynamic loading and may appear if' tlle ~gy of the
falling weight exceeds the maximum energy

or the weight

used pre-

viously.

A new phenanenon is described and given the term "Creep Coasting."
This is t.he additional def'o:nuation which occurs after the completion
of a prolonged series of impacts on a specimen which is
load applied in the same direction as the d;,ynamic load.

umer

a static

This phenome-

non could easily have been overlooked had 1.t not been for the high
sensitivi.ty of tbe multiple speed conti.mou.s recorder.
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DEF'INITIOI-B OF TEIU£ U:3ED

Croeo:

The slow def'onnation due to prolonged e.xpo&Ure to stress.

&pivalent creep:

A tem used by the author to describe the strain-

tillle curve which, although similar in over-aJ.J. appearance to

a static creep curve, was caused by repeated impacts of' a

f'alling weight.

Creep coasting:

A new term introduced by the author to describe the

additional def'onnation which may occur af'ter the erxi of' a
series of' impacts on a statically loaded rock an:l bef'ore

creep recovery becomes predominant.
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CHAP'l'm I

INTROOOC'l'ION

--------- - -

---

Statement or the Problem

This investigati.on was umertaken £or the purpose o:t observing

saDe

or the effects o:t impact on the de:tomation o:t prestressed rock

when the magnitude o:t the impact was kept belo't, that required for frac-

ture. The stuey- was limited to the case where the impact was in the
same direction as a unia:xi.al, compressive, static force applied to the

ems o:t gypsum cy1itxlers.
The static load, the weight o:t the falling hammer atxl t.he height

£ran which it was dropped were the variables involved in the tests.
The de:tonnation was measured by means o:t electric strain gages cemented

to the sides of the rock eylinders.

Items considered :tor their e:t:rect

on the deformation were val.ociq, momentum

am

energy- of the £al.ling

weight.

:Importance
Many

2! ~ Subject

materials will show a deformation with time when subjected to

a constant diff'erential. stress that is well below their nomal breaking

strength (22, 24, 39). This process is known as creep.

Ialkhaus, Roux

arxi Grobbelaar (ll), as well as several. others, have reported t.hat

specimens in creep tests have broken after a period of time while umer

a constant stress that is mo.ch less than required :tor :ta:Uure u?Xler a
constantly increas~ load.

Tests su.ch as these 1ead to the concl.usion

that tracture wiJJ. aJ.wa;ys occur if a material umergoe8 creep for a

2

lo~ enough period or time (21, 28).
this point.

Figures 1, 2 arxi 4 illustrate

Murrell and Misra (39) state that aey- factors which

increase t.he creep rate will also increase the imminence of del~

fracture.

Vibrations or shock caused by blasting, drilling am moving

machinery would fall in this catagory.

Dar

(9) showed that repetitive

mpact has a decided e:f':f'ect on the creep rate

~

gypsum.

Several mines are now being worked at depths of about two miles
below the surface.

In general., solid rock at depth is believed to be

subjected to ditterentiaJ. trl.-axial. pressure.

The magnitudes of the

three stress components vary with the locality depen:ling upon its depth

below the surface mxl its distance f'rom excavations, dykes, faul.ts and
other natural or art.i..ficial. disturbances.

Caudl.e and Clark ( 6), in an

analysis o:r the stress distribution around minG openings, have shotm
t.hat the shape of t h e ~ has a definite infiuence on the magnitude

of the local stresses and these~ be many times that due to the
weight

or

the overlying rock al.one.

Urxler these corxiitions, even a

small dynamic load may increase the stress beyond a crltioal level.

CHAPrER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Creep,

~

De.fonnation

.2£ Materials

~ ~

Investigations in1icate that time-strain behavior un:ler load is
~rienced in nearly all materials.

Griggs ( 21, 22) bas shown that

even materials which are nomaJJy thought of as brittle will.
they are under a high confining pressure.

now if

When a specim9n is placed

umer same type or load an:l the def'ormation is measured over a period

or time, tre plot or the time-strain relationship may appear like the
generalized curve :in Figure l.

First, there will be an alluost instan-

taneous de.format.ion, depending upon the rate of loading and the rate
at which this load is propagated through the material.

1-fu.ch of this

dei"omation will be elastic, although part may be plastic and, therefore, irrecoverable.

With the load now held constant, additional.

dei"ormat.ion maybe mticed.

It will be rapid at first then slowing

to a constant rate. Later the rate
specil11en will rupture.

may

accelerate an:i f'inal.ly the

Ir the stress should be removed at so:ne

intemediate time, an immediate recover.v would occur, followed by a
creep recovery similar to the primary creep.

Sane of the strain wou1d

mt be recovered but wou.ld be left as a pemanent deformation.
tepeming upon the conditions, a short. tem creep test may yield

a curve s1rn1 lar to one shown in Figure 2.

Curve A represents the

standard :£'01111 'Which shor.is the prlJu.ar.Y" and. secotdaey' creep l:ut the test.

was tenninated bef'ore entering the

tertiaey- creep stage.

At high

stre:1s a.rd/or high tanperature curve B ~ be Wical. Bare, the pri-
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Fig. 1. Generalized long term creep test at a constant
stress. A-Pr:i.In.ary or transient creep; B- Secondary or
steady state creep; C- Tertiaey or accelerating creep terminated by rupture. If' the stress should be removed at some
intermediate time x, the strain would then be represented by
the dashed line. An immediate recoveey followed by a creep
recovery would stiJ.1 leave some penn.anent strain. (After
Finni.e arxi Heller, 1959)
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A

z
<t

a::

....
Cl)

--------------~c

TIME

Fig. 2.
Typical short tenn creep curves. A- Standard form
showing primary and secondary creep but terminated before
entering the tertiary creep stage. B- Curve for high stress
ard/or high temperature where the primary stage appears to
change directly into t.he tertiary ~c-e. C- CUrve f'or low
stress a.rd/ or low temperature which never reaches the secondary creep stage. (After Hardy, 1959)

6
mary stage apparently changes directly into the tertiary stage ·without going through the secondary stage.

There is same secorxlary creep,

however, which can be dete:rm:i.r)ed by drawing a line through the start

o:r the primary stage and para1.lel to the minimum slope of the curve.
CUrve C is characteristic

o:f

tests at low stress am./or low tempera-

ture where the creep never reaches the secon::lary stage.
Finnie arrl Heller (15) mention another type o:r creep test in which
a specirien is loaded rapidly to a certain strain.

The stress required

to maintain that strain is then recorded over a period of time.

Figure

3 shows a time-strain curve characteristic o:r this creep relaxation
test.

This type of test, however, gives no in:fomation about :failure

o:r the material.
Various Types£! De:tonnation
Figure 4 is a chart used by Scott, Blair ( 42) to show the various

types of de:fomation possible for a material under an applied stress.

A1though shear stress is specified in the chart, it is easy to see that
the diagrams apply equally~, in most cases,

to tension and compres-

sion stresses also.
~

Exhaustion Theory

2f Creep

Cottrell (7) states that the basis on which aJJ. fomal theories
have been built is the idea o:f Becker (1925-1926) that during creep the

rate o:f now· is 1imited because the:r,nal nuctuations are n3eded to
bring i t about.

Through the work or Orowan (1946-47), Mott and Nabarro

(1948), and Smith (1948), these ideas have cuJ.mina.ted. in the so-called

"Exhaustion Theory of Creep." .A.'1 important :feature here is that,

7

Strain held
constant
Cl)
Cl)

w
a::

....

CJ)

TIME

3. Creep relaxation curve characteristic 0£ tests where
specimens are loaded rapidly to a fixed strain and the stress
required to maintain that strain is recorded over a period of
time. (After Finnie and Heller, 1959)
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Fig. 4.
Various types of defonnation. £ represents shear strain; T represents shear stress;
t represents time. Continuous curves represent defonnation under stress. Dotted curves represent
behavior after removal of stress. Where tv."O or more curves appear in a diagram, these indicate
alternative types of behavior. In cases marked * either of the two diagrams may have a straight
line, but not both, since in this case, the systems would be Bingham or Newtonian. The upper
series of diagrams represents deformations under constant stress. The lower series is for an
arbitrary time. (After Scott Blair, 1945)

(X)
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because large tbermaJ. fluctuations of stress can only occur at an
appreciable rate if they are localized to very small volumes of the
material, the flowing specimen is to be regarded as an assembly of e1ementa:ry ones.

Each successf\ll. stress fluctuation affects in the first

place only one element arxi produces an increment o:f plastic defonaation
in it.

This does not rule out the possibility, o:f course, that an

increment o:f deformation in one element may "trigger 0£:£" dei'ormati.on
in its neighbors.
The next assumption is that the material is inhomogeneous on a

microscopic scale so that different elements have different activation
stresses

am energies. This all.ot-rs a qualitative e,;planation o:f

transient creep to be made.

At the beginning of creep the rate o:f

now

is high because 0£ the presence of numerous "soft spots," el.ements with
smaJ.l activation stresses and energies.

As these e1ements yield and

make their contrlbution to the overall def'o:nnation they become used up
or "exhausted," so that creep can continue only by the activation of
elements with progressively larger energies, an1. the rate o:r

now

becomes smaJ.l.er.

In the exhaustion theory, the rate o:f strain at aey instant deperd s
solely on the current value of the activation stress arx1 the activation
stress itself depends entirely on the current values of the strain and
the applied stress and not on their previous values.

This was proved by

~riments such as shown in Figure S in which sudden incl'Ements of load
were made during the course 0£ creep.

The portions of' the creep curve

which followed $'\lch increments could al.ways be fitted e.Jeactly onto
earlier portions by s11 d1 ng than backwards by a $'\litabl.e amount.
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.5.

Stress-strain diagram of one ~r:ilnent on
Solenho:f'en 1imestone shav.-1.ng the ef.f'ect of time. At
each point where the curve is horizontal., the stress
was maintained constant .f'or the interval. shavm.
{Arter Griggs, 19:36)
Fi.g •
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Factors Which .Afiect

~

Creep

It is a remarkable £act that the time laws of creep apply to maey
radically different kinds 0£ solids and have been observed in metals,

non-?r..etals, single crystal.s, polycrystals and amorphous material.s.
Cottrell (7) says this must surely mean that the shapes 0£ creep curves,
in the initial stages at least, are largely indepen:lent 0£ the precise

atanic mechanism by ·which the movements are acconq:>lisbed ani depend
instead only on the e:x:i.stence 0£ general. £eatures conDDOn to all. or most
solids.
Effect

.2f ~ 2f Loadir.g

Griggs (21) per.to?med a series 0£ ~ n t s on Solenho£en liirlestor,.e to investigate the e££ect o:r the rate 0£ loading.
the curve through the points where £allure occurred.

Figure 6 shows

The plastic

de£ormation before rupture (ductility) was foun:l to be greater £or fast.

rather than £or slow rates of increase of diff'erential. pressure.
The

u. s.

Bureau 0£ Mines (4.5), in experiments on unifonn green-

stone specimens, could show no s~cant change in the canpressive
strength f'or rates of' loading of' 100, 200, am Lioo pounds per square
inch per secon:i.

In later tests, the Bureau £ollowed the A.S.T.M. (1)

recommended rate of loading of' not to exceed 100 psi. per secord.
Ef'f'ect

2! ~ ~

Different Levels

~ Loading

Griggs (21) peri"omed an ~ n t on Solenhoren limestone to
show the ef'£ect of ti.me on the de£omation o:r the specimen at different

levels of' dif'.f'erential pressure.

Figure

.5 shows the resultant curve.

At each stage where the curve is horizontal, the stress was maintained
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Relation between plastic defo:nnation bef'ore
rupture (ductility) and the duration of' the test.

Similar specimens or Solenhofen limestone were compressed to the point of failure umer similar conditions of temperature an::l confining pressure, but with
dif'f'erent rates of increase of dif'f'erential. pressure.
(Arter Griggs, 1936)
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constant for the interval shovm.

Note that the de:rounation is not

directly proportional. to stress for the same time of application and
that there does seem to be a lower limit of stress "tmere a measureable
creep can be obtained in a finite time.
Isaacson (28) uses the diagram in F ~ 7 to ·eJq;>lain rock
behavior in its stress-strain relationsr.ip.

Starting ·with no load, a

stress is then applied a.rd the resulting strain up to point. X is noted
to be directly proportional.

As the stress is increased to point Y,

the strain is no longer proportior~l to the stress.
be reJ.eased at

arv

IT the load should

time before this point is reached, the strain wou1d

return to zero, indicating a purely elastic deformation.

However, i£

the stress is increased beyorxl point Y, sane plastic de£onnation occurs

which would leave a permanent set if the stress is removed.
If the specimen is loaded above the point

z,

the strain is no

longer a function of the load alone, but al.so of the
that load has been applied.

tjJn,e

during ldrl.ch

The load A gives an immediate strain of

the point where the line AA• cuts the t 0 contour.

The strains ai'ter 1,

2, 3, .... units o:r time are similarly given by the points where AA'

cuts the'½_, t 2, t , ••• contours.
3

Finally, the state of equilibrium

is given by the point where AA' cuts the ta:: contour, af'ter which no
fur"Jier strain will take place, however long the lapse o:r time.
Isaacson ref'ers to this progressive strain as "plastic

now."

At a still greater load such as B, the strains, as before, are
given by the points where the line BB' cuts the tilDe contours.

In this

case the line BB' cuts the ":f'racture curve" mxl the rock fractures
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Diagrammatic stress-strain curve. Up to the point Y
the deformation is all elastic. Between Y and Z a permanent
set is lef"t on removal or stress. Above point z, plastic now
occurs in which the strain, tor a given stress, is an increasing
.:f.\mction o:r time. The immediate strain o:r a load A is given by
the point where AA' cuts the t 0 contour. The st.rain at any
subsequent time is given by the points where AA' cuts the
corresponding contour. After the to: contour is cut, no further
strain will take pl.ace. At a greater load B, the rock fractures
before the time~ as is indicated by the line BB' cutting the
fracture curve betore reaching the t:3 contour. (After Isaacson,
Fig. 7.

19.58)

bei"ore time t

3

is reached.

Similarly, an;.v loads greater than C would

result in :ilmnediate i'racture.
Effect

2f. Internal

De:fects

Although two dif:ferent materials such as aluminum arxl quartzite
may both have approximately the same linear compressive strength, the

aluminum will exhibit a considerable amount of plastic deformation at

fracture while the quartzite will be practically completeJy elastic up
to fracture.

Denkbaus (11) gives an explanation of this based on con-

siderations presented by A. A. Griffith.

Failure by fracturing is

initiated by formations o:r cracks or elongations o:r inc:ipient cracks in
At the. tips of such cracks or defects, local stress

the material.

peaks are formed which cause propagation of cracks until ccmplete rupture occurs.

The internal

now which

occurs in mater:tal.s exhibiting

plastic deformation, however, reduces these stress peaks with tlB

result that the process ot .fracturing is stopped or at J.east del~
The loca1

now at

the crack tips consumes stored elastic strain energy,

with the result that not the whole specific elastic strain energy
stored in an elasto-plastic specimen is rel.eased at fracture.

Change

1!2 Creep ,!i l!!e Stresses

In a discussion of a paper by Smith, Benz and M;iJJer (44), Ellis

states that in the presentation o:r data for creep rates o:tlead alloys
they have generally used a semilog plot of creep rate as a !'unction of

stress.

In a number of instances the data have fall.en on two intersec-

ting straight lines of dii'ferent slope.

This they have interpreted as

imicating a creep mechanism at low stresses ditterent :trm that at
high stresses.
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a. Creep yield curves for several industrial leads under
static corrlitions. Below the knee of' the curve, it is considered
that the stress a:f.fects chiefly the boundary zone of' the crystal,
while above this stress it is thought that def"onnation occurs, as
well, in the body of the crystal itself. (After Greenwood, 1949)
Fig.
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Another general. type of curve is shown in Figure 8 which eJCpresses the relation between stress and the total creep a:t'ter a given time.

Greenwood (20) gives a special significance to the

tt-.10

branches of the

curve. Below the knee of the curve, the creep yieJ.d stress, it is considered that the stress affects chiefly the bou.rrlary zone of the crys-

tal, while above this stress it is thought that def'ormation occurs, as

wen,

in the body of the crystal it.sell.

He further considers that

this stress is a i'undamental characteristic to be detenni.ned for each
alloy.
Gohn, in a discussion at the end of the paper by Green·wood (20),
stated that the mechanism o:t creep is different at high stresses from

what it is at low- stresses but that he had no clear-cut evidence to

support the thesis.
In reply, Greenwood (20) states that evidence relating to the

difference in mechanism of creep at low and high rate o:t dei'ox,nation is
di:f.":ticult to obtain because of the veey smalJ ettects and the long tine
required to obtain observable results under veey low stresses.

It has

been shown in their laboratory that for high rates of creep t.he mechan-

ism is either by slip or by fragmentation to sub-grains which dif'f'er in

orientation from one another by about one degree. These sub-grains
appear to be able to move relative to one another.

They consider (in

the absence of direct evidence) that at low stresses only the crystal
boundaries make an effective contribution to creep but at. higher rate
o:t strain more arxi. more crystals begin to contribute to the deformation

by one or another of the mecbani~s mentioned.
Results o:t a stuey oi' creep in concrete led Keeton (29) to suggest

18
that creep is a function o:f the percentage 0£ applied stress to compressive strength at

tme

0£ loading.

Creep quantities were very nearly

equal :for the 3,56o psi. (24-day) and 3,000 psi. (8-day) specimens,
when both were loaded

to 57'%

o:f their respective b ~ strengths.

Evans (14) :found that creep in each concrete mix is sensibly proportional to the stress £or stresses up to about 1/4 to 1/3 of the
crushing strength.

.At higher stresses the creep varies as a power 0£

the stress.

Effect

.2£

Crystal Lattice

In creep investigations there is al.ways a great deal. more scatter
in the test results than in el.astic testing.

.According to Hott (25)

the connection between stress and strain is unique an:l linear in elastic

mater.i.al.s.

am

On the other hand, the creep strain depe?Xls both on stress

time 0£ applicat:ion, and the stress deperxlenoe is a highly non-

linear one.
Another 0£ the reasons f'or the scatter is the dif'f'erence in the
peysical causes 0£ eJ.astic an:1 inelastic deformation.

While the elastic

modulus of a material. is a i\lnction of' the average interatanic £orces
in the crystal lattice

am is not noticeably a:ff'ected by def'ects in the

crystal.line arrangement, the creep properties deperd mo~ on the
lattice defects, namely on the dislocations, ard on the behavior of' the
intercrystal.line l ~ s .
specimen to another in a

The defects dif'f'er a great deal tz,am one test

ram.om

manner while the elastic modulus is an

invarient £or all. practical. purposes.
Finnie

am Heller

(JS) have shown how part. of a Cl7St,aJ. ~ sb1f't,

19
in the lattice connection ·with other parts under the infiuence

or

dii'£erential stress.
Ha.""dy (24) summarizes the recent work o:r severaJ. e:<perimenters

on the compression and extension of Yule marble and caJ.cite single crystaJ.s under high confining pressures.

Petrofabric analyses of tre

de-

fonned and undeforme:l material have shown that, both in cal.cite single
crystaJ.s and in marble, nm-1 at room temperature

um.er

5,000-10,000

bars confining pressure was :round to be mainly by intracrystalline g1id:i.ng, involving dei'onnation by s:imple shear.

The important glide

mechanisns were transJ.ational gliding ( one part or crystal slides as a
unit across a neighboring part) and. mechanical. twinning (a section 0£

the stressed crystal defoms into a new orientation which is re1ated
symmetrically about some simple crystal plare or a'Xi.s to the orientation

of the u?Xlefor.ned part
Effect

~

or

the crystal.

Confining Pressure

Griggs (21) experimented on Solenhofen lil1lestone

am

on a marble

which had a crosbing strength or only about one-third that or the limestone.

now

Contrary to prevalent geological theory that the weak rock will

at a much lower vaJ.ue or confining presSllre than the strong Solen-

hof'en, he found that

a,ooo

atmospheres is approximately' the lower limit

at which either rock can be deformed plastically

5%

without rupturing.

At this pressure it seems that the limestone will even
more ~lian the marble.

to cause

now instead

Thus, the amount

or

now a

little

conf'ining pressure necessary

of' brittle .fracture appears to depeni on the

character of the itxli.vidual. crystaJ.s compo~ the rock rather than on

its strength. Figure 9 shows the effect of' oonf'ining pressure on the
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uJ.timate strength o:f these t-wo rocks.

other experiments on Solenhoi'en limestone by Griggs (21) have
:failed to produce conti."ltlous fl.ow in:iefi.niteJy.

Fracture has been

observed under conf:i.ning pressure o:r 10,000 atmospheres, correspon:iing·
to a depth in the earth's crust o:r about 22 miles.

As the confining

pressure is increased, the physical. character changes gradually from
dominantly brittle to dominant].y plastic.

No sharp line can be dra:tm

between the two.

The e:f:fect o:r confining pressure on the compressive de:to:rmation
o:r Solenhofen was detennined by E. Robertson
Figure 10 are :from BiJJjngs (2).

am

the results shown in

It was not until tests were made at

greater than 700 kg./cm.2 that the specimens began to and continued to
de:fom plastically.

The curves representing the tests at a confining

pressure of 1,000, 2,000, 3,000

am 4,ooo kg./ c::m2 em,

not because o:r

:fail.ure by rupture, but because the tests were not carried any further.
Effect

~

Temperature

Cottrell (?) has already been mentioned as saying the basis on
which all formal theories

o:r

creep have been built is the idea o:f

Becker (1925, 1926) that during creep the rate o:r fl.ow is limited

because them.al £J.uctuations are needed to bring it about. Practical.
interest has been :focused on hig~temperature creep of metals because
of the engineering di:rficulties which arise when components are unable

to support applied loads for long periods without contimally changing
their dimension or breaking, ard it is this that has led to t.be popular

notion that creep occurs only at high temperatures.

Denkhaus, Hill an:i Roux (10} state that an important factor

or
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The effect of confining pressure on the
defomation of Solenhofen limestone under compression.
(Arter Billings, 19.54)
Fig. 10.
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inO.uence on the strength and plastic de£o:rmability 0£ rock is the
temperature.

.Al.though this factor is probably not predo-."ninant in tl:e

case 0£ solidified rock such as quartzite, it has a marked infl.uence in
the case of softer rock such as schist and shale, am must be accounted
fo1 when the properties are compared.
11

At any rate, the temperature

should be determined am noted when properties of rock are tested.
Hardy (24) states that rocks have a £airly large temperature coe£f1-

cient 0£ expansion 0£ up to 10 x 10-6 in.Jin. per degree F.
A study by Mellgren (36) 0£ published data £ro.'ll creep tests at
constant stress and periodically var.ring temperature reveaJ.s that the
creep rate o£ten becoir.es appreciably higher than the one obtained at
constant temperature.

It is striking that the latter test is usually

run at a temperature equal to the maxi.mum tempe...-ature in the former
test.

The reason for the higher creep rate is usually assumed to be

thermal stresses and metallurgical changes.

In some cases such a large

increase in creep rate was obtained, that even very small temperature
nuctuations were likely to have a de£inite infl.uence on the creep
rate.

Calculations seem to indicate that the usually small thermal

stresses which arise from temperature nuctuations do not have any
noteworthy infiuence on the determination of the creep 1imit.

This

conclusion seems to hold even in man;y tests where the surface temperature was purposely varied.
Figure 11 shows curves presented by Billings (2) (after D. T.

Griggs et al.) on the effect of temperature on the deformation of Yule
marble under a confining pressure of 10,000 atmospheres.

It is very

obvious from the curves that a greater deformation occurs at 1.50°

c.
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F.tg. 11.
The effect or temperature am moisture on the
de:fonnation o:r Yul.e marble under a confining pressure of
10,000 atmospheres. Cylirxlrical specimens were cut perpendicuJ.ar to foliation. (After Billings, 19.54)

2.5
th.an at room temperature under the same conditions of stress, moisture
content and confining pressure.

-----

Effect of Moisture

Another curve in Figure 11 shows that a wet specimen of Yule
marble also has a much greater defo:rmation than a dry one under the sane
corxlitions.

Moisture probably has a greater infiuence on the strength

am plastic deformability of rock than does temperature. Moisture content is the more variable of t.'1e two and is harder to control; even an
apparently dry rock usually has some water in it.

'When the properties

of rock are tested, the moisture content should be detennined and noted.
Harboe (23) investigated creep of the Glen canyon Dam foundation
rock cores.

He fou.rxi

that the apparent creep iniicated the saturated

cores as having less creep than the dry cores.

However, the saturated

control specimens which are not under load indicated an expansion,
which, if applied as a correction to the creep &pecimens, would result
in the saturated cores having a higher creep than the dry ones.

Isaacson (28) points out that the presence of moisture has the
effect of substantially decreasing the modulus of elasticity and,
therefore, increasing the strain 'Which given conditions of stress m.11
produce.

The compressive strength of certain rocks also varies accord-

ing to the degree of moisture present with the dryer specimen being the

stronger.

Griggs (21) conducted a series of experiments on tte creep of
alabaster under a compressive stress just
ordinarily defined.

bel.0",,1

its elastic limit, as

The observed deformation of the dry specimen was

26
of such a small magnitude that it was close to the limit of sensitivity of the apparatus.

At the end of the 6-day dry creep, another

specimen was SUlTOun:ied by a small jacket of distilled. water, 'kmil.e the

load ·was maintained constant. The creep rate immediately increased
greatly.

Billings (2) shows these two curves in Figure 12.

Because of the conditions of the e:xperi.ment, Griggs ( 21) thought
the now at decreasing rate was the sum of three types of fl.ow: l ordi-

nary elastic now·, probably of very small magnitude; 2. now due to
solution of the gypsum until the distilled water was saturated; and

J.

now due to more rapid solution at the points of local stress concentration, until the stress became homogeneous throughout the cross section
of the specimen.

That this was not the normal t ~ of reversible

elastic now was proved by the fact that the specimen did not show a
significant return now when the load was removed.
The pseudoviscous now was interpreted as due to recrystalliza-

tion under stress acco1'Cling to Riecke' s principle.

This predicts that

solution will take place at the surfaces of max:lmum stress and recrystallization at the surfaces of no stress.

Thus, the specimen will tend

to shorten in the direction of compression, and deposition~ be

eJCpected either on the unstressed sides of the specimen or on the walls
of the jacket.
Figure 12 shows that although water can cause a great increase

in the creep rate, an even l.arger increase can be obtained with certain

ionic solutions.

A dilute h;,vdrocbloric acid resul.ted in nearly the

same per cent shortening in about one-half the time required with distilled water al.ore.
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of aJ.abaster. (Ai'ter Billings, 19,54)
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Experiments by the

u. s.

Bureau o.f Mines ( 45) indicate that .for

all rock types the compressive strength is decreased by wetting and
increased by ~Jing, the average increase .for oven-dry:i.?'€ being 6 per
cent and the average decrease .for the saturated state 12 per cent•
.AJ.though this average di.f.ference o.f 18 per cent is large enough to show

a definite moisture effect, it is not considered important enough to
warrant testing the compressive strength of rock in more than one moisture state.

This is particularly true in view o.f the .fact that the

moisture content of rock in situ is usually unknown.

The air-dried

state was selected for the compressive testi.r.g of rock as the vaJ.ue
obtained is intemediate to that for the extreme moisture conditions.

Dynamic Tests
In addition to the static tests described in previous sections,
there are various types of eynamic tests that have been used as well.
Dynamic Tests

~

Metals

Cottrell (7) mentions an experimental investigation by Davis a.rd
Thompson of a metal alloy.

By making sudden small increments in the

applied load during the course of a creep experiment they were able to

demonstrate the existence of a critical stress which could be reached
by a suitable increment in load.

Increments less than this merely

increased the rate of now, without producing "instantaneous
whereas increments greater than this produce.d instantaneous
Duwez

n~r,n

now.

am CJ.ark (13) state that for conditions involved in

impact

loading it was well recognized that elastic strains were propagated in
bars with the velocity of sourxi, bit when plastic strain was involved
the behavior of the bar coul.d not be inte?preted.

They found that tbel8
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exists a velocity of impact called the critical velocity, above which
rupture will occur near the impacted end of the bar, and the remainder
of the bar will be essentially free of plastic deformation.
A similar conclusion was reached by Hoppmann (26) after r e v i ~
the work done by various investigators of the velocity aspect of tension-impact testing and, in particular, the Guillotine Impact Testing
Machine of the Navy at the Material Laborator.v, N. Y. Naval Shipyard,

for the study of the effect of moderately high velocities on the impact
resistance of zr.ateriaJ.s and minor structural. elements.

His conclusion

is that high-speed impact testing machines have been developed which
demonstrate that a "critical velocity" exists which, if' exceeded in
tension-impact tests, will cause failure characterized by low energy of
abso11>tion and snall total. elongations.
In collisions between ball bearings

aoo

steel specimens, Hunter

(27) observed that impact velocities above a critical velocity were

required to initiate plastic de.formation in the specimen. He also concluded that for impact velocities smaJ.l compared with the propagation

velocity of elastic ·waves in the specimen, a negligible proportion of
the original kinetic energy of the small body is transferred to the

specimen by the collision.
CUnningham and Goldsmith (8) eJCecuted a program for the precise

measurement of pul.ses in½ in. x

½ in.

generated by longitudinal. impact of a

square cross section metal bars

½in.

diameter steel ball.

No

significant difference in the pul.se shapes was observed £ram. the
records of wire-resistance strain gages

am san:iwiched piezoelectric

quartz cr.rstals, but gages are considerably more convenient to use and

30
are more universal in application.

For the 1/16 in., 1/8 in., 1/4 in.

an:i 1/2 in. gages, there appears to be no trend of pulse shape with

gage length provided the latter is less than 1/10 the width of the
pulse.

An oscilloscope was used

to obtain the pulse trace.

Campbell and ¥.a:i.den (5) obtained static stress-strain curves by

reloading specimens of a medium-carbon steel in compression immediately

a:f.'ter impact.

It appeared that the upper yie1d stress could be consid-

erably reduced by the application of an impact stress of insufficient

magnitude and duration to cause appreciable permanent defonnation.

The

reduction in the upper yie1d stress was fOU?xi to be greatest after an

impact causing about one per cent permanent strain.
Cmnpbell (:3, 4) investigated plastic behavior of metal rods sul>jected to lon-=,o-itudinaJ. impact and states that each element of a free
cy1indrical specll?len is subjected to stress for a short interval. of

time.

At the instant of illlpact a compressive stress wave is propagated

into the specimen, and this is renected .f'rom the free end as a wave of
unloading.

The magnitude of the stress to which a given element of the

specimen is subjected depends on the impact velocity, an:i the duration
of the stress depems mainly on the distance of the element from tm
f'ree end of the specimen.

The strain-time variation at arry position may be recorded by

means of resistance strain gages of small length, in conjunction with a
cathode ray tube and camera.
the gage position: 1. the

The record thus obtained will imicate fer

ma:x:jmwu

strain occurring during the impact;

2. the permanent strain af'ter unloading; 3. the rate of loading and
unl.oading.
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A machine was devised to impart an initial velocity to a
specimen by a falling heavy weight.

:rree

In the strain-time curve for the

first impact on mild steel in which permanent strain occurred at the
gage position, it was noticed that the strain increased rapidly,
remained approx:imately constant for a period and then increased again
before being reduced by the unloading wave .from the free end.

This

foi,n or strain-tillle curve was considered due either to the arrival or
a plastic shock front, or to the "delayed yield" phenomenon reported
by Clark an::l Wood.

The latter seemed the more likely; but in either

case, Campbell thought it followed that the strain up to t.lie second
increase could be taken as elastic.
The results of' the tests by campbell (3, 4) show that the stress
necessaey to cause yield of the specimen was about twice as great under
the conditions or the impact tests as that necessary under normal. static

corilitions.

The stress required to continue plastic deromation after

the initial yield is al.so about ttd.ce that required under static corxlitions.

These results compared very well with those ot others whose

tests were or a similar type.
Dynamic ~

.2!l Non-metals

According to Protodyakonov ( 41), the ef'f'ect of the rate or loading on the strength of samples has not been suf'ficiently studied and.

yields contradictory results.
The convenient method or applying a sudden blow or known magnitude by dropping a baJJ. or known weight f'rom a known height was used by
Dinsdale (12) in investigating the strength of' ceramic materials.

general, tor :tiJced. conditions of' the specimens, the product o:r the

In
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weight and the height (energy) f'or breakir.g is constant !or varying
weights of' ball.

However, it was observed that when pieces ·were

broken by a light ball dropped from a height considerably greater than
that required for a heavy ball, greater energy was involved in breakage
with the lighter ball•

.Although for concrete in compression it is knot-m that a sufficient number of impacts can cause failure even though the maximum stress
in aey one impact is 1ess than the static crushing strength, Fox (17)
states that in all cases the beams he tested survived pulse magnitudes
gre.ater than the static strength.
crease in strength of order of

50%

His tests indicated at most an inabove the static vaJ.ue for puJ.se

loads of 10 milliseconds duration.
Green (19) describes tests that various people have used for the
impact testing of concrete, including his apparatus based on the ballistic pendulum where cubes o.r concrete were subjected to repeated blows.
Two criteria.were used in assessing the resistance to impact: l. the

number of blows required to cause the first visible crack; 2. the number of blows required to break the specimen to the extent that the
hal:mier did not show a measurable rebound.

The l.atter coooition often

coincided with the complete fracture of the specimen.

Combined Static

~

Dynamic Tests

I.azan (31) ~resses the opinion that previous dynamic testing
work has been concentrated almost exclusively on rupture or fatigue
properties and that dynamic creep data (extension urxier dynamic .force),
although extrenely important in some types o.f service, are practically
none:xistent.

He couJ.d locate only German literature in ·which recogni-
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tion and special attention was given to dynamic creep.
Combined Tests on Hetals
Lazan (31) mentioned one series o:f tests on a group o:f steels
using a hydraulic pu.lsator type o:f machine 'With a :frequency o:f SO or
,500

cycles per minute.

Although

the test data displayed rather large

scatter, the presence o:f dynamic stress did not appear to a:f:fect
greatly the creep.

In the opinion o:f the experimenters, creep under

dynamic tension is approximately the same as at a static tension equa1
to the upper limit o:f the dynamic test :for the material.s studied.

Furthermore, they observed that :frequency did not seriously a:f:fect
dynamic creep in the tests undertaken.
Lazan (Jl) mentions the work o:f another group on the dynamic creep
of lead at room temperature.

These investigators :round that dynamic

creep is allllost linearly proportional to frequency and that the constant rate second stage creep is reached more rapidly under dynamic
forces than urrler static forces.
For the few specimens of aluminum wire tested at room temperature, Lazan found that low magnitude cyclic stress causes a larger
first stage total creep, an earlier commencement of' second stage creep,

am a lower secorxl stage creep rate than is produced by a static load
equal to the highest or crest value o:f the dynamic load.
He gives t.liree main reasons why the prediction 0£ creep under
cyclic stress (dynamic creep) from creep data procured under static
1oading (static creep) is dll.f'icul.t:

1.

The creep rate is not generally linearly proportional. to
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stress, but rather proportional to sorr:.e power or other function of
stress.

The addition of cyclic stress should, therefore, generally

result in creep larger than that associated with the mean load applied
statically.
2.

The inelastic behavior of materials is :frequently depen-

1.ent on the rate of increase of stress.

The variable rate of stress

increase or decrease during cyclic stress must therefore be considered.

3. The cyclic stress history imposed during a dynamic creep
test may af.fect the long tenn metallurgical change caused by stress
history or the short tenn be..t-1avior during the stress cycle or soon
thereafter.
Greenwood (20) inau.:,O'\lrated a series of tests more with the object
of e:xploring the effect rather than to obtain a complete answer to the
influence of a .50-cycle vibration on the creep of lead.

This vibra-

tion was quite complex, and no significance was placed quantitatively
on either the frequency or the amplitude.

These experiments were con-

sidered as a qualitative exploration of the type of influence which
vibration in general umer industrial conditions might have.
From the results of the tests, the following conclusions were
drawn:
1.

The creep rate o:f lead is appreciably increased by

vibration.
2. The recrystallization of lead under stress was accelerated
by vibration.

It was evident that although recrystallization bad

actually started during the vibration period ani had made considerable
progress during a period of 70 days, it either ceased or made only slow·
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progress during the succeeding 8½ years un::ier the same stress but with-

out vibration.

3. The creep yield stress (giving one per cent extension in
one year) was appreciably reduced by vibration.

Combined Tests on Rocks
A dogma of geologists, that sudden application of pressure is
necessary to fracture a substance in the region of plastic
to be controverted by e:xperiments by Gr.i.ggs (21).

now,

seems

He foun::l that any

di:rf'erential pres5ure above the "i'undamental strength" (the dif'ferentia.J. pressu...-e which that body is able to withstand under given condi-

tions of temperature and confining pressure ·without rupturing or
de.fonr..ing continuously) of a rock ·will cause fracture if' the pressure
is applied f'or a long enough time.

Further, a roe..°!.<: is more ductile

·when the di..f.f't-3:rential pressure is increased rapidly than when the

pressure is slowly increased.
Denkhaus, Hill an:i Roux (10) report that although some prellmina-ry work has been done on the time-dependent properties of rock, nameJ.y
creep and elastic after-strain, and their influence on the incidence of
rockbursts, the program ahead is still extensive.

have been derived from the investigations.

Some important facts

For instance, t.."1e irregular

shapes of mining excavation cause concentratiot1s o:f stress and hence
intensify the rockburst danger.
in idealJ.y shaped abutments

am

Dykes and faults may be present even
it is therefore necessary to develop

other methods to prevent rockbursts or at aey rate diminish their f'requency and severity.

03.stressing, the process of setting of£ small

charges of explosives ahead of the face, has been found to accomplish
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this in part.

Moreover, destressing appears to move the time at which

bursts occur from on-s1'..ift to off-shift periods, i.e. when no men are
working in t.'½.e stopes.
Denkhaus, Roux and Grobbelaar (li) expressed tri.e opinion that
the fact rock wiD fractu_Y-8 after prolonged period under a load which

is less than the normal breaking strengt.'1. offers a possible e)q)lanation
for rockbursts .frequently occurring at some time after the blastir.g
time when obviously t.'1-ie buJJc o:f the load is throtm on the solid abutment in question.

It is even possible that bursts which occur durir..g

shifts are actually due to the change in stress distribution as a
result of the blast t.."-le day bei'ore.

It is thus not unlikely that creep

ef:fects, or rather "creep :fracture" effects play an jJnportant role in
the problem of rockbursts, particularly with respect

to the time at

which bursts occur.

Lee.-nan (32) installed strain cells in three boreholes drilled
ahead o:r the stope face.

The recordings indicated that in the case of

several rockbursts a build-up o:f stress ocCUITed prior to the rockburst, and at the rockburst a sudden relie:f of stress occurred.
Leeman (JJ) reports on some measureir.:.ents made in a mine in South
Africa at a depth of about 8,900 feet below· the surface.

Closure

between the hanging wall and the foot wall in tie 45-inch high open
stope occurred continuously throughout the day at a rate which varied
dail.y, in fact, hourly in some cases.

Gradual closure varied in a ran-

dom :fashion throughout the stope, but generally followed the same
pattern.

Figure

13 shows some typical

and generalized curves obtained

with a closuraneter installed at one location in the stope. The rate
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Characteristics of closure meter recordings. The
typical records shown in the lower part of the figure are from
one meter in a deep mine in South Africa ·which measures the
closure between the hanging wall and the foot wall. The general.ized curves in the upper part illustrate the effect of
gradual. cl.osure, blast.1.ng and rockbursts. (After Leeman, 19.58)
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o:f gradual closure imrr.e<l.iateJ.y after blasting is greater than during

the rest o:f the day and appears to settle down a:fter about two hours
a:fter blasting time.

Since the rate o:f gradual closure is usually a

minimum on Surna--.rs, Leeman deduced that the e:ffect of blasting is to

accelerate the gradual closure in a stope.

The effect of blasting

becomes progressively less the :farther the point is from the world.ng
:face.

A destressing blast does not appeai·

to have a di:fferent effect

upon the closure f'ror:i a nonn.al. blast and it was therefore concluded

that probably the rate o:f closure and stress in the rock ahead o:f the

face are not related.

Characteristic closure curves aver a long period

are shown in Figure 14.

Extensive tests ·were conducted by the United States Bureau of'
Mines in an oil-shale mine at Rifie, Colorado.

sag measurements in the test room.

Merill (:37) reports on

Daily measurements ·were made be-

tween pairs o:f stainless steel pins anchored in the roo:f and noor and
have been plotted in the curve in Figure 15.

Pin A-0 was installed at

the roof' sur:face in 1-'Iarch 1947 and pin .A,.12 ·was installed 12 f'eet above
the roof in July 1947.

At intervals the test room was enlarged.

In

general., the sag rate was high during the periods the room was being

"Widened and low ·when there were no mining operations in progress in
the room.

Theoretically, the sag rate should always be zero during peJ:1-

iods of inactivity.

The sag that occurred in all inactive periods is

re£erred to as "time sag."

ruring widening periods, the measured sag

was greater than that ·which could be explained on the basis of' elastic
theory.

Therefore, a part o:f the sag which occurred during periods o:f

widening was attributed to time sag.

In Figure 15 notice the sixfold
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Sag measurement curves or test room in oil shale mine at
Rine, Colorado. Measurements were taken daily betl-.--een noor and
pins in the roor. A-() is the pin installed at the roof surface atxi
A-12 is a pin installed 12 reet from the roor. Sudden increases
occurred when the room was being enlarged. The sixfold increase in
sag rate between November 1947 and March 1948 was attributed to the
"shock" produced by mining operations about 3()0 feet tIMay.
(Arter Yerrill, 19.54)
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increase in the sag rate between November 1947

aoo.

}!arch

1948.

During

thl,s period, stopes were being actively mined at an average distance
of 300 feet from the test room.

It can be assumed that the static-

stress distribution in the test room wouJ.d 'be unaffected by mining at

this distance.

Thus, the larger time sag presumably resulted from the

"shock" produced by the rounds in the other stopes.
The experiments by Dar ( 9) were the only ones that were f'ound in

the literature ·which superimposed periodic :unpact rather than cyclic
loading on statically loaded rock specimens.

He f'ou.nd that equal. momen-

tum of' the f'aJ.li!"..g weight produced approximately equivalent time-strain
curves, indicatil"'..g that the strain of' the gypsum rock tested was a
function of the impact momentum.

No such correlation could be f'ound

f'or equal drop height, equal drop weight, or for equal impact energy.

In all cases the addition of' a dynamic load resulted in a greater equivalent primary creep and a ve-ry noticeable equivalent seconda-ry creep.
Mathematics
It wc1s not the purpose of' this thesis to go into the mathematics
of' either creep or :ilnpact.

Macy of the ref'erences listed in the Biblio-

graphy contain equations that may apply to the subject.

It may be

pointed out that there is not a great agreement among the authors as to
the particular items to be included or to the manner in which they
should be used.

However, most creep formulas take the general f'orm

presented by :t-fu.rrell and Misra (39) of:

C = C0 +Kt+ f(t)
where C is the total strain, C0 is the instantaneous strain due to
loading, K is an empirical constant, tis the time ani f'(t) is a func-
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tion o:f time which dies out a:fter a short period.

For more i.ri..:formation on this item, readers are referred in
particular to articles by Cottrell (7), Ho:ff (25), an:i Lomnitz (34)
and

also to books by Finnie ar.d Heller (15) and by Scott Blair.
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CHAPl*ffi III

L.l\.BOR.ATORY INVESTIGATION

Equipment
The special equipment used in t-½is irwestigation consisted of a
control roo.~ constructed for these tests, a device for holding a static
load on the specimen, and. a mac.'1.ine for applying repetitive impact by a

weight of kno1m magnitude falling a measured distance.
Control RoCPl
---It was realized early in the investigation that changes in temp-

erature and moisture content of the specimens would give uncertain
results.

Therefore, one of the first items considei-ed ·was the con-

struction, inside one of the laboratory rooms, of a smaller room where
the temperature and humidity could be held nearly constant.
The fil"'..ished 8-foot square by 8-foot high room was made of 2-

inch by 4-inch

top.

framine covered

with 3/8-inch plywood on all sides arxi

All. inside surf'aces except the fioor are insuJ.ated with 2-inch

fiberglass enclosed in aluminum foil.

The existing concrete noor was

not r11odifie.d.
An

air corrlitioner-clehumidifier combination installed in one

wall of the control room extends to the outside of the bliJ.di.ng.
Several different combinations of control settines ·were tried before
one that gave the most consistent results was accepted as starxla...""'<i.

T~erature at this setting nuctuated betvreen 72°F. and 75°F. during
the intennittent operation of the unit.

It was recorded continuously

by a Brown recorder arrl checked occasionally with a mercury thermometer.

Al-l.'10"1.1gh t'he Brovm instrument could record a wet bllb temperature, as well, it 1-ra.s decidetl to use a sling-psychror.leter to obtain
the humid.i ty inside the control room.

This decision was based on a

study of the accuracy of humidity-rneasuring instruments as reported by
Flanigan (J.6).

35%

and

The humidity inside the control room remained between

37%.

Static loading device
The static loadi"'lg device used in this investigation is shown in
Figure

16 ani is the same one developed by Dar ( 9).

It consists of

three triangular plates, three long bolts, a specially fonned spring,

an anvil cylitrler

and the necessary nuts.

The bolts are fastened

through holes at the corners of the lower plate.

The other two plates

are free to move on these bolts and. are restrained by the upper nuts.
Bett-1een the lower two plates is the spring.

The calibration curve for

the spring used in these tests is shmm in Figure 17.
on the middle plate with the anvil above.

The specimen is

That part of the anvil which

is of smaller diameter exten:ls through a hole in the upper plate.

As

load was applied by a Tinius-Olsen universal testing 111.achioo, the upper
section moved dmm along the bolts and compressed the sp~.

At the

desired static load, the upper nuts were tightened thus transferring
the load from the testing machine to the bolts.

tains this preload on the specimen.
Figure

17 that

It can be seen from the curve in

a small change in the spring length due to def'onnation

of the specimen

stress.

The spring now main-

~

11ot result in any significant change in the pre-
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Fig. 16.
The static 1oading device used in the investigation.
The compressed spring maintains a static load on the specimen
through the movable center plate. This holds the specimen
against the anvil, part of which extends through a hole in the
upper plate.
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'?.eDc t5.tive i.'"!!Dact machine

The impact machine used in this investigation was al.so developed
by Dar (9) and is shmm in Figu_~ 18.

Four separate static loading

devices could 'be bolted to the frame f'or simultaneous testing.

Jrrry

one of' the weights shown in Figure 19 could be used in a test.

They

consisted of a steel cylinder and a t.'11.n steel plate separated by a
one-half inch t:hick al.un.inim disc.

The purpose of adding the aluminum

disc was to eliminate the effect of residual rlagnetiS'Ill and to achieve
a controlled height of drop.

Three masonite-sur:faced angle iron guides

served to align the drop•-weight with the anvil.

The ·weight was raised

by an electromagnet attached to an adjustable cable running over a

puJ.ley to a bolt on a circular plate that was rotated by an electric

motor.

The height at which the drop occurred was controlled by a

micro~-i tch actuated by an adjustable contact on the rotating plate.
Inst:r'l:!lnentation
Al though there are maey types of' mechanical. devices for t:1.easuring
partial or overall de.fonnation, it 't-Jas felt that electrical resistance
type strain gages ·would be the most suitable for the contenplated
tests.

The defon:iation changes of two gages mounted on opposite sides

of the specimen 1-rere added together when they '\-Jere connected on opposite
sides of' a wheatstone bridge circuit.

This arrangement reduced t.1-ie

eff'ect of eccentricity of the l-leight striking the anvil..
To minimize the effect of temperature changes, the other two an;is
of the bridge circuit were COi.i1f>Osed of' two identical gages mounted on
a sinrilar specimen placed. nearby.
soldered to pin connectors.

Short wires £ra.."!l the gages were

This arrangement can be seen in Figures J.6
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Fig. 18.

gation.
time.

The repetitive impact machine used in the investiFour separate tests coul.d be conducted at the same

Fig. 19.
The drop weights used in the invest.igation. They
range :f'ran one pourxi up to tour and one-haJ.t pounis by onehal..r pawn increments.
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and 18.

A fou...--wire shielded cable with solderless connectors com-

pleted the cir~u.it to the ~easuring instr-JNents.
A Hatna:way Type RS-20 portable strain indicator, adjusted to read
zero before putting a:ay load on the specimen, was used to obtain the
total strain at any subsequent time.

Host of the experi.lllental work was

recorded by a Brush Electronics Company single channel, direct writing
oscillograph model BL-201 matched with a Bru.5'.~ universal ainplif'ier
model BL-520.

'.>J'ith this combination, the £requency response is claimed

to be flat between O (D.c.) and 100 cps.

Six chart paper speeds vrere

available: 50, 2,50 and J.250 millimeters per hour and 5, 25 and 125
milli.l'Tleters per second.

Preoaration of soecimens
Specimens were cored with a diamond drill f'ra.-ro. blocks of' gypsum
.from Shoals, Indiana.

Gypsurn was selected because it will creep at

relatively low loads.

The one and three-quarters inch diameter cores

were cut to a length of two and five-eights inches with a diamond saw
to obtain a length to dia."lleter ratio of about one and one-half to one.

The ends were then made flat and parallel on a lapidary wheel.

This

size not only fits the pre stress holding device nicely but the length

to diameter ratio is also a co~romise of several accepted practices.
The A.S.T.l1. (1) specifications for compressive strength tests

call for cubes or cylinders having a length to diameter ratio of one to
one.

They require that when the ratio is greater tha..-i this, the

results shall be calculated to the.equivalent on a one to one ratio by
a given equation.

The

u. s.

Bureau o:f Mines (45) showed that t.11e equa-

tion was valid to wit..tlin a few per cent for cylindrical specimens.
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They also showed that the results of tests on di:rferent diameters o:f

cylinders or on d,j_fferent sizes of cubes indicated neither a poor nor
a preferred size of test specimen.
Griggs (21) chose the shape of his specL,iens, follovd.ng the prac-

tice of testing eniineers, so that shear fractures are not inhibited by
the platens, and at the same time buckling does not occur.

P.e states

that experience has sho~m that a height equal to twice the diameter is

the most satisfactory a.'t1d. also that the stress distribi..1tion is much

s1lnpler in circuJ.ar ~Jlinders.

Seldenrath and Gramberg (43) experimented on cylinders of lithographic limestone having a height to m.ameter ratio o:f

tv10

to one.

They found that under load the lateral defonna.tion was lT'..ore pronounced
at a quarter of the height than in the middle, so that in tlie middle
there was a relative constriction.

Also, the effect o:f creep was more

pronounced at a quarter of the height than in the middle, especially

near the fracture load.
It was thought that the ratio of one and one-haJ.£ to one used in

the present e:xperiments on gypsum would reduce the above mentioned
effect.
Two Dentronics, Inc., punched foil strain gages were mou."lted on

opposite sides an::l parallel to the axis of each C"Jlinder using BaldwinLima-Hamilton EPY-1.50 ce-nent.

After the cement had set, the gages and

the e::,q,osed contacts with the con:oocting wire trere coated w.i th a waterproo~.ng compoun:1.

The specimens had bean allowed to dr-.r i."1. the con-

trol room .for about two ·weeks before attaching the gages am then a
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:::..iri..J..r:1um

of another two weeks elapsed before testing began.

The test procedu...""'G IT'.2.y be separaL~ into tv:o stages.

is the placing of the static prestress on the specimen.

The first

The second

stage is the application of t.½e dynamic load.

7he specir11en ·wit.¾ t.½.e gages attached ·was positioned in tre static
loading device a.'l"ld. placed in ti.~e Tinius-Olsen ur.iversal testing
machine.

A sil'Ililar spec:u11en "t-ras pla.c.sd nearby a."'ld t.l:i.e wires .from the

gages were solc.ered together to form a wheatstone bridge.

The F..atha-

"t-rey portable strain indicator ·was connected to the bridge and ad.justed

to give a zero reading at no load.

The dial readi.Ii..gs of the resist-

ance and capacita"'lce adjust.'l!lents were recorded for later use in
obtai.."'ling the total strai.."1 after a load ·was placed on the specimen.
The Hathaway strain indicator w"as then disconnected and the Brush

recorder connected, adjusted and calibrated.
to the device ·wit.½. the recorder in operation.

Next, a load was applied

At several different

static loads, the load was held constant for a short period so that the
recorder would show a horizontal section of the line ·which "t•:rould be
easier to interpret.

During these pauses, the plates were tapped to

reduce any tendency for them to stick to the oiled bolts.

When the

max:itlum desired load vras reached, the retaining nuts ·were tighten...,oel and

the load on the testiP..g machine was removed.

The Bru.sh recorder was

observed while the nuts trere tightened to make certain that there ·was
no change for the final deflection.

The l"ecorder "t•ras then set at a

slow cha...-t. paper spec-d a..."1d allo-wed to run overnight to indicate any
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creep at this lo.;.d.

The next day, the speci.111en and thG instrurr.ents i:-rere moved into
the control room and a reading 1-: as obtained i'rom the F.athaway strain
indicator.

The Brush record.er was adjusted and recalibrated.

It was

then set at a greater sensitivity ar..d again allowed to ru.~ at a slow
chart pap~r speed for several more hours.

After

the static load.i.'l'lg device ·was bolted dmm to the frame o.f

the repetitive impact machine, the guides were adjusted to .fit the
desiroo. drop ·weight.

The cable supporting the electromagnet was set so

that the weight ·would be picked up by t.l-te magnet at the lowest part o:f
its movement.

The drop was made f'rorn a height 'trhich ·was set by placing

the trigger pin in the appropriate hole in the revolving disc.

As the

disc revolved, the electrora~"Tiet raised the weight until the trigger
pin engaged a fixed mic:roswitc.l-t which disconnected the
and allowed the ·weight to fall.

~~t

circuit

Fine adjustment of the height was made

by means of a turn"b-..ickle in the support cable.

A series of drops was :made at a low height.
point was raised and another series

'tfa.S

run.

Then the release

.A.~"'ter impacts had 'been

made .from several heights, another weight ·was substitutoo. and the

process repeated.
P.na.J.ysis

This continued until the speci."D.en ruptured.

2.f. Records

Sensitivity~ operating comitions
Before the main testing began, it was necessary to check the
equipment and deten:line the optimum operating settings

o:r the Brush
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Recorder.

Since it was desirable to obta.in the entire loading cycle on

the tape without having to char-.ge t.'1-ie setting, several trial. runs were
made.

If the Brush recorder is calibrated for

attenuator setting o:f 5, t.l-ie sensitivity is

JO millimeters at an

½micro

inch per inch per

attenuator-line when two gages are used in these eJq:>er...ments.
calculation is given in the .Ay--~ndi;c.

A sample

.After calibrating in this man-

ner, the loadi.""lg was done ·with the attenuator set at 20 £or a sensitivity of 10 micro inches per inch per millimeter.

Figure 20 shows the stress-strain curves (plotted .from the Brush

records) of two contirr..1ous cycles o:f loading of the first spec:iJr..en used
in the investigation.
few weeks earlier.

This specimen had l::>een cycled several. times a

Stress-strain curves of the first loading of three

of the specimens used in the investigation are s.l-io,m in Figure 21.
Other stress-strain tests made in the depart.Ir..ent on specimens of this
same gypsum show considerable scatter of results, especia.lly at higher

loads.
It was determined ~,at ii' the recorder w-as calibrated the same as
for static loading but operated at an attenuator setting o:r 1, then the
sensitivity would

be½

micro inch per inch per millimeter.

This would

be about the maximum sensitivity possible for the :impact loading consistent with the movement of the pen during the pulse arxl for the rar1oo-e
of strain expected over a short period.

-

Chart "Daoer soeeds for tests
A

speed of 50 mi J Ji ineters per hour ·was found to be the best :f'or

those periods when onJy the static load ·was on the specimen.

It was
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fast enough .for full .freedom of' movement of the recorder pen and yet
slow enough .for the changes due to creep or creep recovery to be
easily recognized.
Du...-i.ng automatic operation of the repetitive :impact machine, a
drop i-ia.s recorded about ever-y

of 12.50 millimeters per hour.

1½

millimeters o:f travel at a paper speed

This made a record on 'Which the change

in strain caused by one impact could be seen without difi'icul.ty.
A speed of' 125

m; J J j

meters per second was requi~ to record all.

the movements of' the pen caused by a single drop.

------------

Variation of records with temoerature

Overnight operation of a static creep test in the laboratory room

did not disclose aey defonnation change which cou1d be attributed to a
change in temperature.

It does not follow that there was none; the

temperature may have changed a large amount with a correspondingly
large defonnation occurring so slowly as to be unnoticed.
'When the specimen arxi instruments were operated in the control.

room, a de£inite nuctuation o:f up to 3 micro inches per inch was
noticed which correspotxled with the operation of the air-conditioner.
This can be seen in the creep records in the Appetxlixo

At f'irst it

was thought that the ampJ.ifier was temperature sensitive so it and the
recorder were operated for a time outside the room 1-mi.l.e the loaded
specimen was kept inside.

The same changes occurred, however, so the

instruments were moved back inside.

Next, various parts of' the set-up

were tn-apped with insulating material..

The abruptness of the changes

was smoothed out, but they did not disappear.

This led to the concl.u-
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sion that the unloaded dummy and the active specimens did not have the
same temperature coefficient of eJCpansion un:ler the operating conditions.

The change in the active specimen was restricted by a spring

under compression and three metal. rods l-mich were in tension.

Since

there wouJ.d be many f'roquent changes in drop weights and heights and in
the guides, it was decided to operate ·without any additional. insulation
on the parts.

Effect

£f eccentricity

of i..l110act

A nu.l'llber o.f drops were deliberately made so that the weight struck
the anvil surface at an angle.
at one edge of the anvil.

This caused the first impact to occur

There vas no particular trend due to this

eccentricity of loading when both gages were acti"l'e.

When only one

active gage was used, the f'irst f'ew impacts directly above the gage
usual]y showed a co.'11f)ression type set.

After the first few· blows on

the s~11e side, it beca."ne impossible to predict the direction which the
next set would take in most cases.
~

required per series

Many of the earlier series of impacts on the first specimen consisted of on1y about 30 drops because a trend was usua.J.ly noted by that
time.

Later it was found that many small trends often occu..'l'Ted within

a major one.

Theref'ore, a longer series ·was required f'or any test.

Some of the short trends within the major ones can be correlated with
the cycles of' the air-conditioner.

Tests were usual]y run .for periods

of about one-half' hour as there seemed to be little if any change in
the trend at the end of that time although strain-time curves of Dar

(9) indicated about £our hours 0£ equivalent primary creep.
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Individual imoact records
Individual impact recoros were recorded 1-n.th the Brush Recorder
operated at the :fastest cli..art pap~r speed to obtain all movements of'
the pen.

There was little consistenC"".f of results.

The first movement

of the pen might be in the direction of either compression or tension.
Also, the :first movaent was not necessarily the largest nor could it
be correlated with the direction of the resulting set.

only one active gage did not prove to be any better.

Operation 'With
T;ypical drop

records are shown in Figures 25, 26 and 27 in the Appendi..--c.
It was krlO"'..m that the first wave :front through the gage had to be
·a compression type.

To determine ii' the 100-cycle per second response

of' the Brush instrument was fast enough to obtain a true record, a
check "ras made using a Tektronix 533 Oscilloscope.

The two gages on tie

specimen were put in separate circuits so that two sinruJ.taneous records
couJ.d be obtained when the oscilloscope was operated with the trace
chopped.

Triggering of the scope was accomplished by means of a photo-

cell and a light beam which was interrupted by the f'alling weight.
Figures 28, 29 and 30 show the records of' the traces obtained by a
Polaroid camera attached to the oscilloscope.

The first pulse is

always in the compression direction as it should be.

It may be seen

from these records that the frequency response of the Brush instruments
was entirely too slow· to record the changes as they occur in the gage.
Therefore, the individual impact records of' the Brush Recorder are
usable only f'or t.lie direction and amount of the resulting set.
Similarity

12 static

creep tests

When a series o:f impacts was made, many sim:i.1arities to static
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c~p 1;rsre noted.

Althougl1 no large i.--nrr.ediate strain occurred similar

to that caused by an inerease in static load (see Figure 1), some
records such a!> G.."lo·I-m in Figu...~s 21 through

of another prin1ary c1'6c:-p.

'+3 did show an equivalent

Scir..ot~ mes, th? equ.i.va.lent prilna:t~ creep

leveled off to the sa..-ne rate as the ori0 :i.nal secondary creep due to the

static load alonG.

.At other times, a r£..; cquivalei:t sacondar-J creep

rate .-ras est~blishcd wh.ich w-as higb~r than the static one.

Figures 34

th~ngh 39 and ~~s 41, 42, 44, 45 and 46 show exa.v:iples o:r these
higher rates.

o.rten, the equivalent primary creep did not appear; all

that was noticed was an equivalent secondary creep.

In Figure 1 it ·was shown that if the load was removed during t.he

course 0£ a static test, typically there would be an immediate recovery
£oll.owed by an additionaJ. recovery which is dependent upon time.

Just

as there was no immediate strain noticed at the start 0£ the dynamic
tests, the immediate recovery was also absent when the drops were
stopped.

There was, however, a very noticeable creep recovery.

Records of this creep recovery are shown in Figures 47 through

52.

Delay~ start~ equivalent primary creep

In several 0£ the tests, there was a delay be:rore the equivaJ.ent
primary creep began.

This possibly was due to the de£onnation being a

progressive action where the specimen de.formed plastically at the impact.
en:i first.

Then a limit was reached

transmitted to the next part, etc.

am the e££ect 0£ the impact was

Another possible explanation is

that so.,ue kind 0£ a readjustment takes place within the specimen duri~
the t.ime required to change the weight or height and this "readjust-

ment" must be overcane be£ore the new. defonnation can occur.

No eJCpla-
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nation is offered at this time as to what form this "readjustment"
could take.

Figu_~s, 35 and 43 show examples of this delayed start of

the primary creep.

Minor t:ren:::ls within~ Il'.ajor trend
Many records show

a minor trend where a progressively greater

compression ef:tect is followed by a sudden reversal only to have the
compression effect start again.

trans:f'erred into the specimen.

As ti'1e impacts occur, energy is being

The rock apparent].y can store only so

much elastic energy and., when this limit is exceeded, the next, drop
triggers the release of part of' this energy.

little if' any ef'f'ect on the overall trends.

The minor trends may have
Examples of' these minor

trends may be seen in Figures 42, 43 and 53.
Another ef'f'ect which ·was often noticed was a steplike occurrence

during a test series.

Macy impacts would establish a tren:i and then

there "t-.TOuld be a sudden yielding and another treoo. similar to the first
would be established at a higher compression level.

This sudden yield-

ing may be at the t:ilne of' a drop or may occur at some later time.

Figure 49 shows just such a sudden change in the strain which occurred
between two series arxi during a long period when only the static load

l-.-ras on the specilr.i.en.

Examples o:f' these steplike changes which occurred

at the times of impacts are shown in ~au.res 34, 35, 40, 41, 44, 45 and

.54.

----

Effect of static load

The :first specimen had a static load of 800 psi. and all other
specimens were loaded to l, 100 psi.

This represented about one-f'ourth
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and one-third, respectively, of their compressive strength.

lOTr..>er static load, no secondar-.1 creep ·was noted.

At the

But at the higher

load a very distinct primary arrl secondar.r creep was in evi-.dence arrl is
shown in Figure

55. Since the later specimens v-.>ere already in a state

of secondary creep, it vras easier to see the effect of the dynamic
loading on these than on the first specimen, especiaJJ.y in dete:naining

an equivalent secoooa.r-.1 creep.
Er.feet

.2f ~ ·weight

~

height

In general, small weights at smal.l heights caused relatively

smaJ.l movements of the recorder pen a?".d small c.½anges in set .f'rom one

impact to another.
deflections.

Conversely, larger weights or heights caused 1arger

There did not seem to be any general rule for predicting

the amount of any in:lividual denection, ho't\rever.
For the first weight used and f'or the first height chosen, an

equivalent primary creep was obtained.

After this bad leveled off, the

height was increased and again a primary creep was obtained.

When the

height became large enough, an equivalent secondary creep was obtained

which was larger than the static creep al.one.

A greater height

resulted in a greater equivalent secondary creep rate.

In this group

of tests with the same weight but with increasing heights, the veloc-

ity, kinetic energy am the momentum all. were increased for each succe&ding test.

If a test was repeated at one of the lower heights, there

would be an absence of the equivalent primary creep.

This irxlicated

that the defonnation of the specimen deperxis not only upon the operati.rg

corxiitions, but the previous history of the specimen as well.
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Dar (9) showed that at equal static load, the def'ormation is a
f'unction of' momentum rather than of' velocity or energy.

With this

thought in mirrl, after a run where a good equivalent primary creep had
been obtained, a change ·was :made i.'"l the weight and height combination
an:l another run was made.

It soon became apparent that obtaining a ner1

equival.ent priro.ary creep did not depend upon velocity alone.
when both the momentum

am the energy were lower

Al.so,

than the previous

maximums, no equivalent primary creep ·wouJ.d be obtained.

Figure 22

shows the relation bet1reen the momentum ar.rl the height, vel.ocity and
energy.

Figure 23 shows the relation betlreen energy and the height,

velocity and momentum for the various weights used in the investigation.
For a lighter weight, a height could be found which would give a
higher energy with a lower momentum.

Likewise, a heavier weight an:i

height combination couJ..d give a higher momentum w:i.th a lower energy.
Results 0£ the present investigations 0£ the effect o:£ energy or
momentum are not conclusive.

For one specimen the weight was dropped

at 0.10 through 0 • .50 :rt. at 0.10 :rt. increments.

The weight was

increased a:f'ter each series at 0 • .50 ft. and the drops started again at
0.10 :rt.

Of the six possible combinations, when the momentum was

greater but the energy was less then the previous ma.ximums, the first
one did and the other five did not show an equivalent pr.unary creep.
The :five did show the equivalent primary creep when the energy al.so

exceeded the previous max:imum.

The one exception could have been the

result o:r not running the previous weight a long enough time or because o:£ recovery during the long period between the two critical runs.
On two separate specimens, the heavier weights were used first.
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¥..eights ·w ere varied at 0 • .50 ft. increments from one that was low
enough, so that both energy- an::l mOlJ1.entum were less than the previous
maximum, to a height where an equivalent primacy creep appeared.

In

five possible check ca."llbinations, all f'ive occu...-red where the momentum
was still less ~11.an the previous maximum., but the energy had become

greater than its previous maxi..ri1UJ-n.

ii.1though this is inconclusive, it

appears that equivalent primary creep is a function of the energy of

the falling weight.

Creep

coastine;

One unanticipated action was detected during these tests.

Some-

times, when the dynamic loading had been stopped, the creep recovery
did not start immediately.

Instead, there 't-ras a period of increasing

compression effect such as would occur under static creep.
leveled off

curve.

am

This soon

then began to drop, changing into the creep recovery

Later, the curve reaei"1ed a min:imwn after which the secondary

creep was again noticed.

Figures 48, 51, 52, 56 and 57 show examples

of this "creep coasting," a tenn introduced by the author to describe
the additional effective creep which occurs after the dynamic loading

has stopped.

A diagrammatic sketch of this phenomenon is shown in

Figure 24.
The first time an example of creep coasting 't-ras noticed, it was
discounted as be~ due to some variation in the recording instru-

ments, possibly temperature.

Then when it showed up again ·with another

specimen, it ·was regarded as more characteristic of the specimen itself.
Additional. tests aJ.so showed this action.
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Diagrammatic sketch showing "creep coasting" in a

COl'!l-

bined static and dynam.c test. A- primary creep; B- secot"..dary
creep; C- equivaJ.,e nt primary creep; D- equival.ent secondary
creep; E- period where "era..~ coastL-.,g" causes more strain than
t.11e creep recovery :forces can o~rercome; F- period where the

"creep coasting" forces have diminished. and the creep recovery
:forces stil.l acting have regained all o:f tL"ie additional strain;
G- typical creep recovery; H- secondary creep.
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Two factors sea11 to be working at the same ti.me and in opposition
to each other.

T'ne most obvious is the fact that t'he dynamic loading

has ceased and, t'herefore, it "t-."Ould be expected t'hat some sort of
recovecy would take place.

On the

other hand, ho·wever, there was no

:immediate recovery when the impact stopped.

The residual. strain in the

specimen was still there and, to al.l practical. purposes, it was the

same as ii' caused by a larger static load which was still acting.

As

has been pointed out in the review of literature, creep is not a linear
function of the static load, but increases greatzy with an increase in

static load once it has become more than about one-t..11.ird of the compressive strength.

This high equivalent static load would naturally be

~ected to cause some additional creep.

Without the sustaining effect

or the dynamic loading, the additional. creep is soon overcOllle by the

.forces acting to cause creep recovery.
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CR~.Pl'ER "DJ

CONCLUSI01':S AND RECO}!HENDATIONS

Co~1clusions
H.any

separate tests have been run :for the pw:pose o:f observing

some of the effects of impact on t.½e defonnation o:f prestressed rock
when the magnitude o:f the ii.1!pact was kept below that required :for
:fracture.

From these tests, certain conclusions may be dra1-m:

1.

T'ne Brush direct wri ti.'"lg oscillograph an:i electrical resis-

tance type strain gages may be used to obtain a contirru.ous record o:f
cumulative defonnation under static or co:m bined static an:i dynamic
loading conditions if the oscillograph has been properly calibrated
and operated at a chart paper speed consistent with the desired
results.
2.

The frequency response o:f 100 cycles per second for the

Brush recorder is too slow· to obtain a record of the wave .form caused
by a single impact u..""ld.er the test conditions.

3.

A continuous record o.f the strain produced by the impact

wave and its reflections may be obtained by photographing the trace on

an oscilloscope.
4.

Electrical resistance type strain gages are a convenient

type o.f transducer for this type of testing.

5.
with

½ inch

There were no apparent dif.ferences in the records obtained
gages as co.."llpared with those .from

¼inch gages.
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6.

Ecce..l'ltricity in the dyna."'li.c loading is partly responsible

for the inconsistenc-J in t.~e permanent set from one impact-to the
next but not of the overall trend.

This is especially noticeable when

only one gage is used.

7.

A :mi..·•umum. of about 100 impacts must be made in a series

be certain that no trerrl is indicated.

to

If a trend is irxiicated, then

the series should include a minimum o:f about 300 drops which requires

about one-half hour for the repetitive impact machine used.

Up

to

four hours may be required to eliminate all traces of equivalent primary creep.

a.

The trend of the deformation caused by repeated impact

loading of prestressed rock is very similar to that of static creep

and may be considered as an "equivalent primary creep."

9.

The change in the strain from bef'ore to after any single

impact is unpredictable either as to direction or ampli tu.de.
10.

Severa]. impacts in succession may all resuJ.t in a com-

pression-type defonna.tion and then the next one may trigger the release
of' most of' the stored energy.

The cu."'llUlative strain may be approxi-

mately the same as before the short series began.
11.

A long series of dynamic 1.oadi.ng may not establish a

defonnation trerxl and then the next impact may cause a large yielding

of the specimen.

Subsequent drops may not cause a dif.ferent trend but

it w.i.11. be at a higher average strain level than before the yielding.
12.

The occurrence of' an equivalent primary creep depends upon
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the p:revious loadin.~ of the specimen. With the static load held constant, a new equivalent pr-i.Jl'.ary creep 1-rl.ll be obtained. if' the energy

of the falling weight exceeds the maximum e?l=rgy of a."t"JY weight used
previously.

13.

The occasional delay in the start o:f an equivalent

priln.ary creep may be due to a plastic de.fomation ·which occurs between
the impact end and the gage location.

14.

An

immediate recovery does not occur at the end o.f a

series of impacts.

Instead, there is a slow recovery similar to a

typical creep recovery.
1.5.

Af'ter the end of' a series of dynamic loading where a large

equiva.1.ent secon:ia.r"J creep was obtained, an additional. amount of' defo?'mation might occur before being overcome by the creep recovery.

This

additional strain is the result of "creep coasting," a process in
which the strain put into the specimen by the falling weights does not
disappear immediately, but acts as if a larger static load were
applied and causes additional creep.

The tenn "creep coasting" is

introduced by the aut.½or to describe a phenomenon which, to his lmowledge, has not been :reported before.
16.

Periodic readings of strain during a combined static and

dynamic creep test may result in an erroneous picture o:f the actual
behavior since t.½ere is often a large di:f:ference in strain within a
period of a few impacts.

Also, every time the dynamic loading is

stopped, a creep recovery starts and 1-rl.ll infl.ue.11ce t.½e results depending upon the length of' time without dynamic load.
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Recommendatio~s
Several recormnendations concerning future investigations of this
subject may be ma.de.

recorder.

The present investigation used a si.,igle track

A six track recorder has been obtained by the Research

Center and should be available for use in the near future.
1.

Use the six channel recorder and short gages on the

specimen in line from one end to the other to determine if plastic
defonna.tion is higher near -U,.e impact end at the start of a series
and then progresses down the specimen.

This may explain the delay,

shavm in the present records, before the start of the equivalent
primary creep.

2.

Using the same set-up as in l above, the results from

dynamic loading may be compared with the results found by Seldenrath
and Gramberg (43), t.liat strain and creep were higher at the onequarter points than in the middle of the specimen.

3.

Use the nruJ.ti-channel recorder and short gages around the

circumference of the specimen to compare the long-term deformation
an:l also the set after each drop .for the various sides o.f the cylinder.

4.

Investigate "creep coasting" more thoroughly.

5.

Y.i0re tests are needed to determine the relative infiuence

of energy and momentu.'11 on the total de.formation, equivaJ.ent primary
creep and on the equivalent secondacy creep rate.

In these tests,

each series should run at least three hours to be certain that the
equivalent prim.ar".r creep has become negligible.
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6.

Tr...e effect of t.11e static load level should be ev~.J.uatc-d.

rr.ore thoroughly.
7.

The static load should be applied as fast ~s possible.

Since the pri.rn.ary creep rate is hiehest imm.ediate]y 2.J..~r a load is
applied, the retai!"'..:i!"'..g nuts sho-.ild be tightened wi-L>iout delay.

A

continuous reco1'0.er :may be used to be certain that the applied strai."1
is the same a:t"-~::c the static load has been transf'erred to the spring
as bef'ore.

8.

To reduce the e.f.fect of eccentricity, rrcl-<.:e a new anvil

having a more roundc-<l top at t.11.e impact end.

9.

Parti~~ enclose the repetitive impact ~.achine to reduce

the temperature fluctuation effect.

10.

A larger disc should be made for the ~etitive impact

machine since the :ma.--d.mum height of' the f'alling ·weight is about O• .50
ft. ·with the present automatic arrangement.
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Samo1e Ga1cul.ations f'or Brush ...,.......,
Recorder

Two diff'erent. instruction manuals give two separate conO.icting
f'ormul.as f'or use with the Brush recorder.

The f'ollowing f'ormul.a has

been f'oum to be correct by comparing results with other instruments:

RX 10

6

Where Kc= Calibration factor in Attenuator-lines
R = Resistance of' each active strain gage
Re = Resistance of' calibration Resistor (=390,000 ohms)
N

= Number of' active gages

S = Sensitivity expressed in micro strain per Attenuator-1ine

Fm=

Gage factor of strain

gage

Assuming the desired sensitivity is one-half microinch per inch

per chart. mil.limeter of' pen denection, make the necessary substitu-

tions for the test conditions.

2X

t

X

2.05 '{390,000 +

l20e8}

K0 = 1.51 Atteniiator-lines
Now set the Attenuator sldtch at

•S" am

adjust for

deflection when the calibration switch 1.s thrown.

ti.on whose product 1.s 151 mq be used.)

:30 m1JJ1rneters

(Any other combina-

The product of the sensitivity

"S" am the Attenuator setting 1.s the stra1.n per m1J11meter. Wi.th the
switch set at

''1",

the desired et.rain of½ mi.croiDch per inch per

m::J 111meter is obta1 ned.
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Examp1es of Brush oscillograph records for the same weight
and height of individual. impacts. Notice that the first indication
or a puJ.se has no corre1ation with the :final set in the specimen.
Compression is towards the top of the page.

Fig. 25.
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Examples of Brush recordings of individual. impacts for the

same weight at. difi"erent. heights. The magnitude or direction of the
resul.ting set has no significance.
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Fig. 27.
Examp1es of Brush recordings of individual. impacts on the
same specimen showing results of similar drop conditions for both

one and two active gages. The magnitude or direction of the
resul.ting set has no significance.
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Fig. 28.
Photographs of two typical., simultaneous oscilloscope
traces made during two impacts of a 1.50 lb. weight £aJ.ling 0.35
:rt. onto the same prest.ressed gypsum eyUJxier. The t.1i10 st.rain
gages were on opposite sides oft.he same specimen.
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Fig. 29.
Two photographs 0£ simultaneous oscllloscope traces
made during impact 0£ a 1 • .50 1b. weight £ailing 0 • .50 f"t. onto
a prestressed specimen.
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Fig. 30.
Photographs of simultaneous oscilloscope traces made
during impact on a prestressed specimen. The top photograph
was from a 1.50 1b. weight falling 0.20 rt. arxl the 1ower picture

was fran a 2.0 lb. weight falling 0 • .50 rt.
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Fig. 31.
Effect of change o:f height o:f drop for a one am one-half
pound weight on the start of equivalent primary creep.
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Fig. 32.
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9 o.30 f l

Effect of cha.nee of height of drop £or a two pound weight
on the start of equivalent primary creep. A 1 • .50 1b. weight had been
used previously at a maximum height of 0.50 ft.
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Fig. 33.
Examp1es of equival.ent primary creep ca.used by impact of
weights falling on a prestressed gypsu.-n cylinder.
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34. An example 0£ equivalent primary am equivalent secon::lary
creep due to a 1.5 lb. weight £alling 0 • .50 £t. Notice the £alse
start of the equival.ent secon::lary creep.

Fig.

.
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Fie• 35.

An example o:r equivalent primary and secondary creep due
to a 2.0 lb. weight :falling 0.50 :rt. This series shows a delay in
the start o:r the equivalent primary ard a .raise start o:r the
secondary.
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An exa-np1e of equivalent primacy and secon:iary creep made

by the first series of impacts on this specimen.

A total dynamic
defo:nna.tion of 216 micro inches per inch was obtained fro:n. bef'ore
an:i after readings with the Hathaway strain indicator.
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An example o:f equivalent primary and secondary creep

caused by a 3.0 lb. weight :falling 0.15 :rt.
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An example 0£ equivalent primary and secorxlary creep
caused by a 2.5 lb. weight £alling 0.20
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equivalent primary and secondary creep caused

by a 2.0 lb. weight :falling 0.J0 :ft.
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1m example o.f equivalent primary creep which shows several
step-J.i.~ increases in compressiono This ·was the f'.irst series o:t
~acts on this specimen.
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Equ.bralent creep due to a 2.5 lb. weight fall.ing 0.20 ft.
Notice the step-1.ike increase n ~ the en:i of the series. The only
previous dynamic loading lt."aS a series of illlpa.cts from the 2.0 lb.
weight falling 0.15 f't.
Fig. 41.
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An exa.ll!ple o~ equivalent prinary and secondary creep

showing minor trends "Corithin the overall trend.
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Fig. 43.
An example or a delay in th-9 start of the equivalent
primary creep. Several minor readjustment trends occur within the
overall trend. The preceding series was from t.rie 1.0 lb. weight
faJ.ling a.so ft. An earlier series used a 2.0 lb. weight at 0.35 rt.
In the record shown above, the faJ.1.i.ng weight had more energy but less

momentum t..rian t..'11,e previous maximu.--ns.
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An e.xara:p1e 0£ equivalent secon:ia.ry creep showing several
step-1ike increases in compression.

Fig. 44.
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An example o:f a large change in compression during a
relatively :few drops. A very slight equival.ent secondary creep
can be detected in the :following drops.
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Fig. 46.
Equivalent secondary creep in the series of' drops preceding
the excellent exa.mp1e of' "creep coasting" shown in Figure .51.
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Fig. 47.
An c--.,x,ample of creep recovery following the series of" impacts
of" a 1.0 lb. weight from a height of 0.50 ft. The small waves are due
to temperature changes caused by t.rie operation of the air conditioner.

Notice the short reversal of the trend about om hour after the start.
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Fig. 48.

0
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An example o:r creep recovery.

A small. amount o:r "creep
This record :followed
several series of impacts; the 1.ast two scrles were o:r 1.ow magnitude
ar..d showed littJ.e evidence of equivalent creep. The smal.J. waves are
caused by temperature changes due to the air conditioner.

coastine11 is noticeable near the beginning.
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Fig. 49.

An example of creep recovery f'olloi-rir..g the end of dynamic
No "creep coasting 0 is
observed, but the delay in the start of' the recovery is an indication
of the effect. Some of this '!'02.Y have been lost during the ti..'?le of
the indiv-:i.dual drops. Notice the sudden yield in the compression
direction. The small ·waves are due to tenperature ef:rects.

leading and while still. under static load.
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CHART NC . RA-2911 -30

Fig • .50.
An example of creep recovery followiP.g the end of dynamic
loadil"'.g and ·while still under static load. Although there is no
good evidence of creep coastir..g, there is a delay in the start of
the main part, of the creep recovery curve.
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An excellent exarnple o:r "creep coasting" :following the run
sho'tm in Fig. 46. The static load remair.ed constant. Notice that

there is more compressive def'ormation af't.er the end of the dynamic
loading than the maximum caused by any drop preceding it.
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An example o:f creep recovery following dynaz:-.aic loading.
There is a slight indication of "creep coastir-.g", creep recovery arA.
then some secondary creep. Some of the ef:fect may have 'been lost
during the time the recorder was recalibrated.

Fig.
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53. Exaraoles of minor trends v.."i thin a I"Un. In general, the
specir.len is cor.:pressed progressively by succeeding drops. Occasionally a drop will cause a large readjustment in the tension direction.

Fig.
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Fig. ,54.
An ex2mple o:r equivalent creep shot-.'1.ng occasional step-like
increases in compression.
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An excellent example of primary and secor.dary creep due to

a static load.
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~...g. 56.
An example oi "creep coasting" and creep recovery followed
by secor..dary creep. The small waves are due to slight. temperature

changes caused by the air conditioner.
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An exmnple o.f "creep coasting" .followed by creep recovery
Fig. 57.
and then secondary creep.
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